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The Project Team
Project Steering Committee: the FNSB Economic Development Commission
Mayor Bryce Ward | Abigail Riggs | Frank Tomaszewski | Kristan Kelly | Mark Billingsley | Paul Robinson | Russell Talvi

FNSB Project Manager:
Brittany Smart

Supporting team
members:

Contracting Team:
Shelly Wade, AICP
Molly Mylius
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Project Purpose
To develop an updated FiveYear FNSB Comprehensive
Economic Development
Strategy (CEDS).

CEDS must go through a robust update every five years,
with shorter, less intensive updates annually.
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CEDS Purpose
A CEDS is a locally-based, regionally-driven economic
development planning document that guides local
government and community action.

It serves as a road map
to economy resilience
and prosperity.
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What does a CEDS do?
• Brings the private and public sector together to
develop a regional strategy and action plan.
• Serves as a road map to economic resilience and
prosperity.
• Identifies projects and makes recommendations
to:
Secure and
support
businesses

Create more
and better
paying jobs

Improve
quality of life

Increase
resilience to
changes,
threats
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What does a CEDS include?

Numbers that tell
the FNSB story –
people, economy

An economic
vision

Economic
development
goals, objectives
and strategies for
next 5 years

SWOT analysis and
situational
assessment

Implementation
plan – how we’re
going to work on
our priorities;
ways to measure
our progress
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Project Area: FNSB
Key regional partners beyond FNSB
boundaries include:
• Denali Borough, North Slope Borough
• Communities of Anderson, Delta
Junction, Nenana, Tok
• Tanana Chiefs Conference and other
Tribal organizations

Fairbanks
North Star
Borough
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CEDS Update Timeline

We are
here
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Community Events

June 2021: Booth at
Midnight Sun Festival
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Proposed FNSB CEDS Topics/Sectors
Industry Clusters

Community Influencers

key sectors that drive the FNSB
economy

supportive foundations that clusters rely on
to grow and flourish

Energy

Communications

Health Care

Education & Workforce Development

Military

Government

Natural Resources
(Agriculture, Forestry, Mining)

Housing and Land Use

Research & Innovation

Transportation

Visitation

Quality of Life
Utilities
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How does the CEDS benefit industry?
The CEDS will:
• Include a dedicated “1-Pager” for each
industry cluster – tailored snapshot, SWOT,
goals, strategies and implementation actions.
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and goals for industry, consumers, government.
• Position the community/industry for funding and
investment opportunities.
• Hold everyone accountable with measurable short
and longer-term targets and ways to track and
communicate progress.
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Research and Innovation Context
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Research and Innovation in the 2016 CEDS
Enrollment grew
over the 15-year
period;
during the ’13-’14
academic year,
advanced degrees
(PhD, MA) made
up 17% of all
degrees/
certificates

Source: UAF, as reported
in the 2016 FNSB CEDS
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Research and Innovation in the 2016
CEDS: Relevant Objectives
• Energy
o Support University of Alaska Fairbanks research to find new ways to
provide affordable clean energy in the FNSB and surrounding regions.
o Position the Interior as an energy research and development hub.
o Find ways to recover and use waste heat to heat buildings and
greenhouses in the FNSB.
• Agriculture
o Support new product research to find agricultural niches for the
Borough.
• Economic Foundations
o Coordinate industry cluster strategies and projects to promote export of
FNSB products and technologies, particularly in areas of energy
micro-grids, mining and unique agricultural products.
o Promote community access to venture capital.
o Develop a community of entrepreneurs.
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2016 CEDS – Research and Innovation
Projects
• Energy

o Microgrid energy technology development – market
analysis for ancillary business development in FNSB.

• Economic Foundations

o Prepare feasibility study for a technology business
park to support commercial enterprises in
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) and other
technologies.
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Innovation in the News
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UAF’s 2027 Strategic Plan

Source: https://uaf.edu/strategic/goals.php
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Existing and Emerging Research Topics
• Agriculture and mariculture (including overlap w/climate
adaptation)
• Arctic: economic opportunities, military defense, social and
environmental research
• Climate change and climate adaptation
• Energy: renewable energy, microgrids, energy efficient
construction
• Military: cold weather testing, Permafrost Research Laboratory,
etc.
• Public Health, e.g., One Health concept
• Unmanned aircraft systems
• What else?
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Discussion: Other Existing and
Emerging Research Topics, Part 1
• View a list of additional UAF research facilities here
• View of list of UAF’s DoD support portfolios here; includes Aerospace,
Arctic Security, Climate Change & Resilience, Energy, Hazards, and One
Health
• Biomedical
• Critical minerals
• Indigenous studies
• Energy

o Also includes nuclear, and working with DoD
o Fairbanks is emerging as an energy research hub with national and international interest

• Autonomous systems (air, land and ocean); satellite remote sensing

o Has relevance for transportation, community monitoring and resilience, science research
o Working with air carriers to establish the Fairbanks International Airport as a UAS hub,
including collaborating with small local carriers; lots of relevance to aviation safety and
remote airport infrastructure monitoring; Fairbanks area has few ground hazards
o Can replace or enhance aviation tasks that are more dangerous such as monitoring
pipelines and interties; can do it more frequently, more safely, more repeatedly, more
cost effectively
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Discussion: Other Existing and
Emerging Research Topics, Part 2
• Housing

o Increasing the use of local materials and manufacturing for housing
and other development
o Bringing in money and funding for research to rural and coastal
communities (e.g., mariculture) is good, but they still face a shortage
of housing, including for researchers. Can’t expand local employment
if there’s nowhere to house people. How can UAF help with housing?

• Arctic

o Arctic infrastructure, emergency response, and safety
o Cold weather testing for sensors and equipment

• Fisheries and Oceans

o The Alaska Blue Economy Center is a new partnership with the UAF
College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences
o UAF supports coastal communities through mariculture, fisheries
research, ocean energy, transportation, tourism. Support fisheries
industry with research; lots of opportunity for UAF engagement.
o There are MANY funding opportunities for ocean research, and most
require University partnerships
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Discussion: Supporting Innovation
• Increase the transition of research into
practical community applications. Small
business innovation research and small
business technology transfers.
• Attract small businesses, engineers,
entrepreneurs to UAF – view as a supportive
space for innovation, experimentation.
• What infrastructure could help support
research and innovation in the region?
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Discussion: General
• Why is research important in FNSB? In the CEDS?

o Research funding brings in dollars and employs people
o The translation of research also supports economic development by providing
innovative solutions to business challenges
o Important to identify research areas of interest for additional funding so we
can advocate for them via the CEDS
o Research also supports employment and solutions in rural communities

• Conduct Cost-Benefit Analysis to demonstrate how investment in R&D
generates jobs and economic value, particularly for early-stage industries,
such as mariculture. The growth in renewable energy over the past 15
years is a great example.
• Knowledge economy and remote work

o The knowledge economy can be located anywhere. Alaska is at a disadvantage
for data processing (data bottleneck), but we can offer quality of life here.
o Large companies are coming in and hiring graduates to manage aerial and
underwater autonomous equipment; those employees can stay here but
support high tech jobs from a distance. Fairbanks could continue to grow as a
hub for these remote, high-skilled workers.
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What are the research and innovation trends
and how can we measure success?
What
Number of Doctorate degrees annually at UAF

Source
UAF

Number of active U.S. patents that are University-based Center ICE
Number of startup companies formed or co-formed by
UAF personnel with assistance from CENTER ICE

Center ICE

Research funds coming to UAF

UAF Office of
Management & Budget?

What other data should we consider?
What measurable progress do we want to make together
over the next 5 years?
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Discussion: Ideas for Measuring
Progress
• How can we measure technology transfer?

o Number of Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) and /Small Business Technology
Transfer (STTRs) to Interior Alaska companies
o Total UAF research dollars coming in
o Number of phase 1 or phase 2 research awards to Alaska-based businesses that move to phase
3
o Number of businesses that select Fairbanks as their home for research development and
growth

• Number of contracts/subawards on research grants that go to entities (private,
government, tribal, etc.) in the region to demonstrate diversity of partnerships and
connection to the private sector
• Some technologies have health outcomes, too – for example, Healthy Homes
initiative results in housing with better air quality and therefore reduced illness
• Number of awards @ UAF where prime awardee is SBIR/STTR company.
• PhD graduates (this is a metric for Tier 1 establishment)
o Connect PhD research to solving local problems of importance

• Number of businesses in the region that have experienced growth over a 3- or 5year period
• Patents and startups are a possible metric, but niche
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Next Steps and Wrap-Up
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Next Steps
• January 2022 – Conclude sector outreach
• February 22-23, 2022 – Economic Summit
• April 2022 – Release public review draft
• June 2022 – Release final draft
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Interior
Alaska
Economic
Summit

February
22-23, 2022
View the flyer
online here
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Tuesday

Interior
Alaska
Economic
Summit

February
22-23, 2022

Wednesday

View the at-aglance agenda
online here
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Learn More on Our Website

www.FNSBCEDS.com
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Other Relevant Planning Efforts
Tanana Chiefs Conference
Comprehensive Economic
Development Strategy
Comprehensive Roads Plan

www.tananachiefs.org/ceds/

Fairbanks Downtown Plan

Updated website coming soon

Comprehensive
Recreational Trails Plan

fnsbtrailsplan.com/

Pioneer Park Master Plan

fairbankspioneerparkplan.com/

fnsbroadsplan.com/
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Thank you!
Brittany Smart

FNSB Project Manager
brittany.smart@fnsb.gov
907-459-1302

Shelly Wade, AICP

Agnew::Beck Consulting Project Manager
shelly@agnewbeck.com
907-242-5326

Want to learn more? Visit our website: FNSBCEDS.com
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